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Abstract 
 

This paper describes one of the best methods to generate real-time shadow that called 

volume shadow. Volume shadow algorithm is possible to implement for virtual 

environment with moveable illuminated light source. We improve to find silhouette and 

implementation of the last techniques used in shadow volume algorithms, and limitation 

of length of volume of each semi-polygon that makes between silhouette's edge and 

shadow receiver. We rewrite the last volume shadow algorithm using stencil buffer and 

propose a pseudo code in OpenGl.  The best tools that we have used in this algorithm are 

stencil buffer and Z-buffer.It makes realistic commercial games or it can be use in virtual 

reality systems.  
 

Keywords: silhouette detection; volume shadow; stencil buffer; depth-buffer.  
 

1.  Introduction 
 

In commercial games or virtual environment shadows are more attractive effect to 

make them realism and visual quality of images, but they are difficult to implement in 

display environment especially in real-time games. In real time environment such as 

computer games, shadows give the user feeling that they imagine they play in realistic 

world and they can enjoy as much as possible. A game with lack of shadow effect cannot 

be attractive nowadays users expect more realistic games and they are not satisfy of each 

kind of games. To generate a realistic game shadow is substantial important.   

There are a lot of methods to create shadow but the shadow volume technique is 

powerful to have a self shadowing and cast the other objects. Although there are some 

improvements in the shadow research that have been did before, but they did not solve all 

of them and there are still many problems related with the shadow rendering specially in 

soft shadows. Now, computer graphics researcher tries more finding new algorithm or to 

improve the algorithms that exist before. 

The last shadow volume algorithm is difficult to understand and to implement and 

also it is expensive to implement. But by propose this algorithm we reduce the expense of 

reorganization of silhouette. 
 

2. Previous Work 
 

The idea of shadow volume was introduced in 1977 at first time, when Frank Crow 

[4] published his ray-casting based shadow volume algorithm. His method explicitly clips 

shadow geometry to the view frustum. In 1991 Heidmann published a paper base on 

volume shadow using stencil buffer which is even today the main shadow volume 

algorithm [1]. Stencil shadows belong to the group of volumetric shadow algorithms, as 
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the shadowed volume in the scene is explicit in the algorithm. Let's take a look at how the 

original stencil shadow volume technique works. 

The other algorithm that Carmack suggested in year 2000 was  a bit different with 

the previous algorithm which include rays are traced from infinity towards the eye.  

Which is discussed between them [10]. shadows of self-shadowing primitives such as 

hair, fur and smoke [11].  Shadow Maps suggested by Fernando et al [12] which are an 

extension to the traditional shadow mapping technique. In year 2002 Lengyel propose a 

hybrid algorithm that uses faster Z-pass rendering [3]. 

Shadow volume and shadow mapping are the classical real-time hard shadow 

techniques for shadow generation on non-flat surface. In shadow mapping method, two 

algorithms have been proposed: the conventional shadow mapping presented by Williams 

[5] and the forward shadow mapping presented by Zhang [6]. In volume shadow method 

that was introduced  by Crow in  1977 can be implemented using the stencil buffer on 

commodity graphics hardware by Heidmann in 1991[1]. 
 

3. Silhouettes 
 

Silhouettes have a most important role to recognize and project shape onto shadow 

receiver. Because to create shadow, projection of silhouette of occluder is enough to 

generate shadow of whole object and as a result the cost of projection will be low. The 

most expensive part of shadow volume algorithm is identification silhouette of occluder.  

A silhouette edge of polygon is the edges of that where is belong to two neighborhood 

plates that normal vector of one of them is toward the light and normal vector of the other 

plate is away from the light. If we want to have volume shadow, point by point, it is too 

difficult to execute program . It needs a lot of calculation and as a result it takes a 

substantial time to rendering.  To improve this technique we should recognize the 

contour edges or Silhouettes of object and implement the algorithm just for Silhouettes. 

When we use silhouette edges of the occluder to generate a volume shadow, it is better 

because in this case we can reduce the amount of memory and therefore , render will be 

done faster. It is mentionable that the silhouette should be recalculated when position of 

the light source changes or occluder  moves. 

There are so many method to do this but they are expensive but we introduce a 

algorithm that is not expensive like past algorithm. In stencil shadow algorithm we need 

to divide silhouette face of occluder to  triangle meshes. It means that each edge should 

shared by just two triangles. To determine which edge is silhouette, we need to know each 

aged shared between  faces toward the light source and faces away to the light source. 

Now we are going to introduce a technique to find a silhouette: 

  S=           

 

Where: 

p is a polygon  

q is a edge of polygon 

NP is number of all polygons 

SN is number edges of  polygon of P=3 

V1 is  first vertex of edge q 

V2 is  second vertex of edge q  

S is a array of vertices 
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Fig 1: Silhouette Determination 
 

Fig 1 illustrates how to divide one side of a box which is consist of four triangles. To 

determine silhouette we need just outline of the box not all of the edges. This algorithm as 

a flowchart is like: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2: Silhouette Determination Flowchart 
 

It is important to note that silhouette determination is one of the two most expensive 

operations in stencil shadow volume implementation. The other is the shadow volume 

rendering passes to update the stencil buffer. These two steps are the phase that we can 

work on them in future. 
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4. Stencil Buffer 
 

Stencil buffer is a part of memory in 3-D  accelerator  that can control the rendering 

of each pixel. In other word the stencil buffer is a number bits in the frame buffer that use 

for enable and disable drawing of  each pixel of object in rendering and also it can be use 

to mask color buffer. 

There is a close relationship between stencil buffer and Z-buffer. Because  both these 

buffers are neighborhood and located in the graphics hardware memory . Z- buffer needs 

to control a selected pixel of stencil value that is increased or decreased when we want to 

count the time of entering and leaving in the shadow volume . Fortunately, The  Z-buffer  

tests is after the stencil buffer tests. The stencil buffer will increase when eye 's ray  enter 

the shadow volume by passing from front face of shadow volume and it will decrease 

when ray leave the shadow volume by passing of back face of that. This has two phases : 

1-At first render the front faces. 

If (depth test passes ) 

  Stencil Buffer(INCrease) 

2-In the second render 

If (depth test passes ) 

 Stencil Buffer(DECrease) 

Nowadays, Opengl and DiretX support stencil buffer, so we used depth buffer and 

stencil buffer together. One of the uses of stencil buffer is to limitation of area. 

5. Shadow Volume Using Stencil Buffer and Depth Buffer 
 

Before to spent on shadow volume it is good to know about illumination models  that 

Phong proposed. In this model intensity related to three components: ambient, diffuse and 

secular.  

  I = Ia + Id + Is 

 I = IaKa+ Kd Il (N.L)+ IlKs(N.H)
n
 

K: surface attributes 

L: light vector 

N: surface normal vector  

H: vector halfway between L and the viewing vector. 

n: constant simulating roughness 

Now if each object or part of object that is inside of truncated pyramid is in shadow 

and it should be dark but each object or part of object that is out of truncated pyramid is in 

lit and it should not be dark. Now we are going to generate volume shadow using stencil 

buffer and depth buffer together. First, in simple word we can say the algorithm in brief : 

1-Render the all scene just with ambient. 

with this the color buffer will be full for all pint of object in shadow and also Z-

buffer will be full with depth value. 

2-After disable Z-buffer and Color buffer to write, render all scene with lighting. 

3-Subtract of this two depth value provides shadow volume. 
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To speed up our algorithm we will clip each infinite  quadrilateral to be finite 

quadrilateral between occluder and shadow receiver. To find a minimum length of volume 

in each pixel we propose new pixel:  

 

 

 

 

After generate volume shadow, we should pass the ray from eye to the each point of  

object on the shadow receiver. As we told before  (in stencil buffer) ,if the ray pass the 

front face of volume shadow, increase the stencil buffer and when the ray pass the back 

face of shadow volume , decrease the stencil shadow. Finally, if the number of stencil 

buffer is not zero it is in shadow.        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3: Shadow Volume Using Stencil Buffer and  Z-buffer 
 

We are going to say this as a algorithm or pseudo code in Opengl: 

 1-Provide the equipment to have stencil buffer. 

  glutInitDisplayMode(GLUT_STENCIL|GLUT_DEPTH|GLUT_SINGLE|              

GLUT_RGBA); 

 2-Render the all scene  without lighting 

 glDisable(GL_LIGHTING); 

 renderScene(); 

 3-Enable stencil buffer. 

 glEnable(GL_STENCIL_TEST); 

 glDepthFunc(GL_LEQUAL); 

 4 -Disable depth buffer to write and prevent to write in color buffer. 

 glDepthMask(False); 
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 glColorMask(0, 0, 0, 0); 

 glStencilFunc(GL_ALWAYS, 1, 0xffffffff); 

 5-For (i=0; i<number of Planes;i++){ 

        If (Inner product(planes[i],Ray)>0) 

  For (j=pixel; on the polygon;j++){ 

   If (Z-test pass){ 

    glStencilOp(GL_KEEP, GL_KEEP, GL_INCR); 

               }}} 

 6-For (i=0; i<number of Planes;i++){ 

 If (Inner product(planes[i],Ray)<0) 

  For (j=pixel; on the polygon;j++){ 

   If (Z-test pass){ 

    glStencilOp(GL_KEEP, GL_KEEP, GL_DECR); 

  }}} 

 7-Render the all scene again with lighting.  

 8-Enable to write in color buffer. 

 glColorMask(1, 1, 1, 1); 

 glStencilFunc(GL_EQUAL, 1, 1); 

 9-If (the stencil buffer %2==0 ) 

 glStencilOp(GL_KEEP, GL_KEEP, GL_KEEP); 
 

We use Z-pass algorithm when eyes are out of shadow. If eyes are in shadow we 

should use Z-fail algorithm that we are introduce in following: 

As a matter of face whole the algorithm is like Z-pass algorithm except the step 5 and 

step 6: 

 5-For (i=0; i<number of Planes;i++){ 

 If (Inner product(planes[i],Ray)<0) 

  For (j=pixel; on the polygon;j++){ 

   If (Z-test fail){ 

    glStencilOp(GL_KEEP, GL_INCR, GL_KEEP); 

  }}} 

 6-For (i=0; i<number of Planes;i++){ 

 If (Inner product(planes[i],Ray)>0) 

  For (j=pixel; on the polygon;j++){ 

   If (Z-test fail){ 

    glStencilOp(GL_KEEP, GL_DECR, GL_KEEP); 

               }}} 
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6. Results of my Project 
 

We implemented this method to generate shadow on 3-D object on none-flat surface 

like torus and sphere. In this implementation the number of frame per second is different 

when we use this algorithm without shadow and with shadow.  This below table shows 

shadow volume by this algorithm is not so expensive and we can use it in new games and 

virtual environments: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1: Compare FPS 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        

 

 

 

Fig 4: Shadow Volume 
 

7.  Conclusion 
 

In this paper we have present a method to recognize silhouette of occluder to have 

volume shadow on arbitrary objects . Shadow volume that was difficult to understand and 

implement we improve it and make it simple to implement and fast to identify silhouette.  

We  have propose  the one of simplest  ways to implement shadow volume using stencil 

buffer and depth buffer. Introduce algorithm using one programming languages means 

pseudo code and it is simple to understand. To have a real-time shadow on arbitrary 

objects, shadow volume is convenient method. Shadow volume  is geometry computation 

and it requires supporting of CPU. 
 

FPS

71.4
71.42
71.44
71.46
71.48

Without shadow

With shadow

FPS
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